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The first Belgian/European gallery solo of American Artist Ellen Berkenblit will be for many a (re) discovery 
of unusual work rarely shown here. She works on almost totally black backgrounds. The people, animals, 
trucks, are moving, in a very focused manner, in the night, in the dense darkness, in a symbolically heavy 
atmosphere. They permit her to play with contrasts. Her line is clear, stylized, cut, sharp, caricatural. Each 
drawing or painting is a still of an image in motion. The scenes take place in the city. Even the large black 
female nude, anonymous because of an unrecognizable face, crosses a decisive step in the nocturnal city, 
with a certain arrogance of attitude. The artist plunges us in an urban narrative where the history is 
undefined but which ties to the cinema of animation, where the central person—a woman, sometimes 
barefoot, sometimes wearing high heels, sometimes erotic—imposes a determined presence, marking her 
territory, taking power, as if disputing the night and her company. She says nothing, she moves forward. As 
soon as her face appears, she expresses the sentiments of a sorceress with a pointed nose, an aggressive 
mouth, preparing without a doubt to cast a spell into this black night, to this urban chauvinism. Maybe she 
is searching for a person of fiction, a tiger, mouth open, sharp teeth, resolved also to haunt the same places. 
What do they want from us, these intrepid and energetic owls who brave the darkness? What are they 
metaphors for? A witch hunt? A conquest? Tales, even those for children, are rarely tender!

— Translation by Brigitte Mulholland


